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WHAT IS QUANTUM BIOLOGY
Quantum biology is the science of the 21st century. In the 20th century, quantum theory
allowed the traditional knowledge of physics and chemistry to be transformed into
quantum physical and quantum chemical technologies.
At the beginning of the 21st century, it was suggested at the Budapest University of
Technology that quantum knowledge should be extended to the field of life sciences.

WHAT IS QUANTUM BIOLOGY
Initial research has been difficult because the complex system of
the living world, the cycle of matter and life, results in endless,
continuous and uninterrupted biophysical and biochemical
transformations.
The research team saw the need to organize quantum biology
into a unified science that appeared in a theory, the book The
Triple Theory, in 2009.

WHAT IS QUANTUM BIOLOGY
During the research of the unified science of
quantum biology, the hypotheses were
confirmed,
and the results of each subfield led to an
immediate innovation result
(eg Somatoinfra® © dynamic functional
imaging procedure, Quantum biological
TAXONOMIA
taxonomy, inseparable symbiosis of man and
microbes, nuclear medicine technology,
Annex:

WHAT IS SOMATOINFRA®©
What is alive (i.e., metabolizes) emits radiation. The research method
developed by Hungarian researchers is based on this natural phenomenon.
The procedure can be used to assess the health of many people at low cost
and quickly, and it does not hurt in any way.

WHAT IS SOMATOINFRA®©
The task of somatodiagnostics is to provide a reliable and accurate answer to the
health (anatomical and life processes) of a person according to their age and gender,
based on the necessary and sufficient examinations. The metric system of somatology
includes a number of examination procedures, from the measurement of
anthropometric and physiological sensors to physicochemical examinations. Thus,
somatodiagnostics is not a series of medical studies, but a set of observations, data
collections, and measurements that can be classified as biological anthropology and
human biology. The task of somatodiagnostics is to explore the relationships in a
dynamic form, when it is primarily possible and necessary to study life processes, but
anatomical differences must also be taken into account. In the development of
Somatoinfra © ®, the researchers created the new imaging method primarily as a life
process monitoring system. Annex:

WHAT IS SOMATOINFRA®©
Unexpected results were produced by the fact that both reversible and irreversible
disease processes produced conspicuous, identifiable phenomena (phenomena).
With the extension of the research, hospitals, clinics and specialists became involved in
the work. The investigations started in two directions. One direction is the targeted
specialist examination of the identified stable but dysfunctional life processes, while the
other is the passive admission of the studied, untreated but known diseases.
Annex:

SOMATOINFRA
Presentation of ten key research areas
in headlines: Updating somatotyping
research in the XXI. century
- A XXI. study of the effects of the
environmental effects of the 21st
century on health. Some highlights a.
nutrition, global food trade
b. metabolic changes and changes in
metabolism
c. changed microbiological
environment and new diseases (eg the
emergence of diabetes in a large
number of children) air and drinking
water pollution and resulting diseases

SOMATOINFRA
- The effect of changed lifestyles on the skeletal
and muscular system, motion analysis studies
- Visualization and objective diagnosis of pain
- Focal research, early detection of septic
processes, early detection of mutant pathogens
- Common endocrine, electrolyte, osteoporosis
and other mineral ion transport disorders and
diseases affecting the population
- Metabolism of carcinogenic effects in
oncological diseases
- Control and continuous control of the BIR and
BHT theorem of the triple theory

SOMATOINFRA
Measurement and processing of local
phenomena of metabolic processes
- Development of a health survey and
somatological methods that can be used
to maintain it (eg examination of mass
and fast methods of the skeletal and
muscular system of primary school
children, follow-up of endemic and
pandemic, somatology in rehabilitation,
somatoinfra in the operating room).
-

WHAT IS QUB8 PROJECT
In the activities of the quantum biology center, the “Public Benefit Association for
Natural and Sports Sciences of the University of Technology and
Economics” (MTSE), the Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME),
the Szent István University (SZIE), the University of Physical Education (TE) and
the Budapest Metropolitan University (METU) are taking part. In addi- tion, there
are advanced negotiations with two Chinese scientific institutions, Central South
University (already signed an agreement with the BME) and representatives of the
Shandong Academy of Sciences and the Life Science City in Jinan, bringing together
universities in Shandong Province.

WHAT IS QUB8 PROJECT
A quantum biology center was established in Hungary
In Budapest, on April 8, 2019, the Center for Quantum Biology of Life Sciences
(QUB) was established with the donation and invitation of eight individuals,
the operation of which primarily focuses on the coordination of quantum
biology research in domestic and international scientific workshops.

WHAT IS QUB8 PROJECT

The QUB scientific project does not build on the traditional structure of
conventional research institutes, but starts its work mainly by linking research
topics and putting them into an innovative phase, with a flexible project
organization. The establishment of the center has been matured for a long
time, as the domestic results of quantum bi- ology as an interdisciplinary
science have increasingly demanded the co-operation of distant scientific
fields.

WHAT IS QUB8 PROJECT
Mihály Szacsky, head of the quantum biology center QUB operating under the
Pannon- Palatinus József Nádor Public Benefit Foundation (PPKA), identified
the creation of the scientific taxonomy of quantum biology as a primary task.
At the same time, he wants to unite and coordinate the quantum biology
scientific activity and the ex- change of scientific knowledge that is emerging
in Hungary. He initiates contacts with some of the world's most important
scientific institutes that wish to integrate quan- tum biology into their
research. Later on, quantum biology research and innovation will result in
new, modern production and service technologies.

WHAT IS QUB8 PROJECT
Considering that the knowledge and techniques that can be developed in
quantum bi- ology can raise the quality of life of all mankind to a new
dimension, there are already many enquirers and supporters from the scientific
and economic life with whom the Center for Quantum Biology of Life Science
is open to cooperation.
The quantum biology center QUB as a foundation institution is open to all
professional cooperation. It cordially accepts donations from private
individuals, educational insti- tutions, and businesses by virtue of a targeted
contract.
Budapest, April 12, 2019 Board of Trustees of PPKA Foundation relationship:
jozsef.nador.alapitvany@gmail.com pannonpalatinus@pannonpalatinus.hu

CAN QUB8 SATISFY PROJECT REQUIREMENTS
On July 16, 2020, a health assessment laboratory driven by technology developed as
a result of quantum biological research will be officially opened at the University of
Physical Education.
Somatoinfra technology is able to detect quantum processes in a living organism, and
the information it provides can be used to get a real-time picture of people's age and
gender, in real time. Equipped with robotic technology and other state-of-the-art
diagnostic tools, the Somatodiagnostic Laboratory is not only able to assess health,
but by its multilateral confirmation it is able to receive all the information that allows
you to understand the anatomical and life processes of the whole body.

CAN QUB8 SATISFY PROJECT REQUIREMENTS
Somatoinfra © ® non-invasive functional imaging diagnostics is nothing more than the
dynamic photon emission of metabolic processes in living organisms and cells, which
occurs as a result of and in proportion to cellular activity.As a result of nearly 30 years
of research and development, the innovative technology is unique in the world and a
huge scientific leap in the development of quantum biology as a scientific method.
Today's advanced instrumentation and the interdependence of scientific knowledge
make it possible for quantum biology to have a place in scientific thinking, after the
innovative results of quantum mechanics and quantum chemistry have been put into
practice.

CAN QUB8 SATISFY PROJECT REQUIREMENTS
The Somatodiagnostic Laboratory was the result of a collaboration between four universities
involving Chinese private capital. The opening of the laboratory opens a new chapter in
quantum biological research, in which Hungary can claim a leading place in the scientific life of
the world. This research will provide an up-to-date answer to the most pressing issues facing
humanity today, including practical prevention of epidemics, healthy eating, disease prevention
and early detection, viral and bacterial infections in flora and fauna, and early detection.
The new science will provide an opportunity for a deeper analysis of the biological processes of
living organisms, and it will present us with a scientific paradigm shift in the life sciences. Those
interested in university education will be able to gain access to it in the form of specialized inservice training as early as February 2021.

